Racist behavior will not be tolerated

To the Editor:

I am writing in the wake of recent comments concerning The Report on the Racial Climate on the MIT Campus. This report has provided our community with an opportunity to engage a problem that exists here as well.

The Maier Report exactly diagnoses the failing of the HUM-D system in two aspects. One has to do with personal thought, and the other with behavior. While we cannot change thought, we can change something about behavior. MIT President Paul E. Gray '44 and I wish to make it clear that racist behavior is unacceptable and will not be tolerated on this campus.

Setting this as Institute policy is only a first step. Doing something about it, each of us, wherever we are, will make the difference.

John M. Deutch '61
Director, HASS Office

---

HOLIDAY EXCHANGE

Up to 50% cash back for your college textbooks

A little tight in the holiday cash department? Well, fear no more. The BU Bookstore is tied into a national network of used book dealers and will buy back any college textbook. Receive cash on the spot for your textbooks. Depending on the demand and condition, you can receive up to 50% of the new textbook price. Our fast and efficient computerized service makes getting cash back easy. So bring your textbooks in and walk away with a little more cash for the holidays.

On the fourth level Textbook Department.

B.U. Bookstore Mall
Green line to the Kenmore stop.

There's something more to New England's largest bookstore.